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The metal tube float flowmeter consists of two main parts:

sensor and indicator. The sensor is mainly composed of

connecting flange, measuring cone, float and upper and lower

guide; the indicator is mainly composed of housing, magnetic

drive system, dial and teletransmission system.

Within the vertical conical measuring tube, there is a

movable up and down measuring part —— float, which when

the fluid goes up through the conical tube is driven by the

fluid and moves up along the conical tube. The displacement

of the float increases when the flow of the fluid increases;

otherwise, when the flow of the fluid decreases. That is,

the size of the fluid flow, determines the position of the

float in the measuring tube, thus determining the size of

the annular area between the float and the conical tube.

When the flow of the fluid remains at a constant flow Q, t

he float is also in dynamic equilibrium, at a position h, in

the conical tube, and the annular area between the float and

the conical tube remains constant. The float is subjected by

three forces: float gravity G, float receives buoyancy F,

float by the fluid force P, these three forces reach

equilibrium. According to the hydrodynamic cypress effort

equation, the force balance principle and the fluid

continuity law, the instantaneous fluid flow through the

1. Overview

Metal tube float flowmeter (metal tube rotor flowmeter) is a variable area flow measurement

meter commonly used in industrial automation process control. It has the characteristics of small

volume, large detection range and convenience to use, which can be used to measure the flow rate of liquid,

gas and steam, especially suitable for low flow rate.

Over the years, the metal tube float flowmeter has been widely used in petrochemical, steel,electricity

, metallurgy, light industry, food, pharmaceutical, water treatment and other

industries with its excellent performance and reliability, as well as a better performance and

price ratio.

This manual is only for the design selection and use of the metal tube float flowmeter, while

the manufacturer reserves the right to improve certain technical parameters without prior notice.

This manual is applicable to professional technicians and suitable for design selection of metal 
tube float meters and for end user reference.

The manual respectively introduces the operating principle, functional characteristics,

technical parameters, instrument type and appearance, flow calculation, wiring method,

installation and maintenance of the metal pipe float flowmeter respectively.

2.Measurement principle

Figure 1
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annular area is calculated, so the metal tube float

flowmeter measures the principle of variable area.

Inside the float, inlaid a high performance permanent magnet when the float is in equilibrium

position,

A uniform and stable magnetic field is formed around the float. Just outside the cone tube, a

magnetic sensor is installed so that the linear displacement of the float in the measurement tube

can be transmitted to the indicator in non-contact form and, after detection and processing,

finally displayed on the indicator dial or output the corresponding standard 4 ~ 20mA current

signal.

◆ Suitable for small caliber and low flow rate medium flow measurement

small maintenance capacity and long service life

◆ The requirements for the straight pipe section are not high

10:1

◆ Dual-line LCD displays instantaneous / cumulative flow (constant brightness backlight)

◆

◆

3. Functional features

◆ Noncontact magnetic-coupled drive

◆ Optional DC power supply

Can be used for flammable and explosive dangerous situations

or battery power supply mode

With data recovery, data backup and power protection

function

◆ A keyboard is available on the indicatorfor easy operating settings

All-metal structure, suitable for high temperature, high pressure and strong corrosive medium

◆ Reliable work,

◆ Multi-parameter calibration

◆ The wider range ratio is  10: 1
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▲ DN15,DN25,DN50,DN80,DN100,DN150

(Consultation with the manufacturer for other caliber)

▲ Flow range Liquid: 1.0 ~ 150,000 L/h

Gas: 0.05 ~ 3000m3/h (see flow meter for flow range)

▲ Range ratio 10 ∶ 1,20 ∶ 1 (Special)

▲ Precision Level 1.5, Level 1.0 (special)

▲ Pressure

rating

DN15, DN25, DN50:4.0MPa (usually max. 20MPa, special

alternative)

DN80, DN100, DN150:1.6MPa

(Usually maximum: DN80:10MPa;DN100:6.4MPa;DN150:4.0MPa)

▲ Media

temperature

Standard: -30℃ ~ + 120℃,

High temperature: 120℃ ~ 350℃

▲ Power supply

supply

24VDC(12 ~ 36VDC)

▲ Output the

signal

4 ~ 20mADC(second line), with additional HART protocol

▲ Output the

load

500 Ω (24V supply)

▲ Ambient

temperature

Local type: -40℃ ~ 120℃ Remote transmission: -30℃ ~ 60℃

▲ Storage

condition

Temperature: -40℃ ~ 85℃ Humidity: ≤ 85%

▲ Connecting

mode

Flange connection, flange standard: GB/T9119-2000, user can

specify

(Other connection methods can be negotiated with the

manufacturer)

▲ Cable

interface

M20×1.5

▲ Housing

protection

IP65

▲ Exploproof

signs

▲ Pressure loss

▲ Media

viscosity

▲

4. Technical parameters

Flow meter

caliber

Liquid

connection

 material

See the flow meter for more details

 DN15:η <5mPa.s

Native safety type: ExiaIICT6, explosion-proof type: ExdIICT6

DN25:η <250mPa.s

DN50 ~ DN150:η <300mPa.s

R1:304;

Ro:316; RL:316L;Ti: titanium alloy;   Rp: PTFE lining.
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Flow meter type and overall dimensions

The metal tube float flowmeter consists of measuring tubes (sensors) and indicators

(electronic converter), choose different forms of measuring tubes and indicators, can be assembled

into various forms of complete machine to meet the needs of the site. The appearance and

dimensions of various types of flowmeter, connection flange standard and installation dimensions

of magnetic filter are shown below.

5.1 Product classification

The metal tube float flowmeter is divided into 5 types according to the direction of the fluid

inlet and outlet, and each type has the standard type, high temperature type, clamp type, etc. As

described separately below.

5.1.1 Vertical type

Figure 2 Standard-type M4 indicator Figure 3. Standard-type M5 indicator

Figure 4 Set M4 indicator Figure 5 Set M5 indicator

Table 1

Caliber DN15 DN25 DN50 DN80 DN100 DN150 DN200

A 100 120 135 150 160 180 200

5.
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Standard-type

weight is kg

5.0 6.5 10 16 17 35 50

The acket

weight is kg

7.5 9.5 13 19 20 40 55
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5.1.2 Horizontal type

When the horizontal mounted flowmeter is less than DN50(), select T type structure, and spring

structure when greater than DN50.

Figure 6 T ype T structure M4 indicator Figure 7 T ype T structure M5 indicator

Figure 8 Spring structure M4 indicator Figure 9 Spring structure M5 indicator

Table 2

Caliber DN15 DN25 DN50 DN80 DN100 DN150 DN200

T ype T

structure

weight

kg 6 10 20

Spring

structure

weight

kg 16 17 35 50

5.1.3 Base inlet and side exit type

Figure 10. Standard-type M4 indicator Figure 11. Standard-type M5 indicator
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Table 3

Caliber DN15 DN25 DN50 DN80 DN100 DN150 DN200

B 100 120 135 150 160 180 200

Weight is kg 6 7 14 24 28 52 60

5.1.4 Side inlet and side outlet type

Figure 12. Standard-type M4 indicator Figure 13. Standard-type M5 indicator

Table 4

Caliber DN15 DN25 DN50 DN80 DN100 DN150 DN200

C 100 120 135 150 160 180 200

Weight is kg 5.5 6.5 13 22 26 50 57

5.1.5 Side in and out

Figure 14. Standard-type M4 indicator Figure 15. Standard-type M5 indicator

Table 5

Caliber DN15 DN25 DN50 DN80 DN100 DN150 DN200

D 100 120 135 150 160 180 200

Weight is kg 5.5 6.5 10.5 16 17 36 52
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DN D K d3 b f n d2

1/2” 88.9 60.5 35.1 11.2 1.6 4 15.7

1” 108.0 79.2 50.8 14.2 1.6 4 15.7

2” 152.4 120.7 91.9 19.1 1.6 4 19.1

3” 190.5 152.4 127.0 23.9 1.6 4 19.1

4” 228.6 190.5 157.2 23.9 1.6 8 19.1

5” 254.0 215.9 185.7 23.9 1.6 8 22.4

6” 279.4 241.3 215.9 25.4 1.6 8 22.4

DN/PN D K d3 b f n d2

15/4.0 95 65 46 16 2 4 14

25/4.0 115 85 68 18 2 4 14

50/4.0 165 125 102 20 3 4 18

80/1.6 200 160 138 20 3 8 18

100/1.6 220 180 162 20 3 8 18

125/1.6 250 210 188 22 3 8 18

150/1.6 285 240 218 22 3 8 22

5.2 Flange size

The standard type of metal tube float flowmeter adopts GB/T9119-2000 flange standard, see the

figure and specific dimensions; other flange standards shall be made according to the requirements

provided by the user.

Table 6 of China National Standard Flange Plate

(GB/T9119—2000)

Figure 16 Flange exterior dimensions

US National Standard Flange Plate (ANSI B 16.5 150lb) Table 7 German

National Standard Flange Plate (DIN2501) Table 8

The DIN2501 flange standard is basically equivalent to the following standards

and can be used together Table 9

Standard No Standard

name

Pressure grade: PN MPa Standard No Standard name Pressure grade: PN

MPa

HG20527-1992 Steel pipe

flange

0.6 1.0 1.6 2.5 4.0 DIN2527-1992 Flange plate 0.25 ～ 10.0

HG20592-1992 Steel pipe

flange

0.6 1.0 1.6 2.5 4.0 DIN2566-1975 Threaded flange 1.0 ～ 1.6

HG20592-1997 Steel pipe

flange

0.6 1.0 1.6 2.5 4.0 DIN2573-1975 Plate-type flat

welding flange

0.6 ～ 1.0

HGJ44 ~ 76-1991 Steel pipe

flange

0.6 1.0 1.6 2.5 4.0 DIN2655-1975 Flat ring plate

sleeve flange

0.25 ～ 4.0

GB112 ~ 9123-2000 Steel pipe

flange

0.6 1.0 1.6 2.5 4.0 DIN2673-1962 Sletrap flange

of butt ring

plate

1.0

5.3 Magnetic filter

DN/PN D K d3 b f n d2

15/4.0 95 65 46 14 2 4 14

25/4.0 115 85 65 16 2 4 14

50/4.0 165 125 99 20 2 4 18

80/1.6 200 160 132 20 2 8 18

100/1.6 220 180 156 22 2 8 18

125/1.6 250 210 184 22 2 8 18

150/1.6 285 240 211 24 2 8 22
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If the media contains ferromagnetic

particles, a magnetic filter shall be

installed before the flowmeter inlet. D

N100(contains) 100mm,DN100 above 150mm.

Figure 17
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Indicator and limit alarm device

Table 10

Indicator

type
Indicator

function

instructions

Type M1
The local pointer indicates the flow, no power supply, no 4 ~ 20mA remote

transmission, optional flow alarm device, the dial optional instantaneous flow value or

percentage dial value.

Type M3

In-situ digital shows that battery power, no 4 ~ 20mA remote transmission, non-

explosion-proof.LCD displays instantaneous and cumulative flow and press the field button to

view the modified parameters. The battery is available for 6 months, and when the display has

a "T" character, replace the battery, (battery model ER26500,3.6V,7.5AH,-55℃ ~ 85℃).

Type M4

Electric remote transmission, intrinsically safe design, explosion-proof sign Exia Ⅱ

CT6, optional HART protocol function. DC24V power supply, field pointer indicates

instantaneous flow and digital display instantaneous and cumulative flow, second-line 4 ~

20mA output, panel with 4 buttons, to view and modify internal parameters. See page 18 for

detailed use.

Type M5

Electric remote transmission and explosion proof design, explosion-proof sign Exd Ⅱ

CT6, optional HART protocol function. DC24V power supply, field pointer indicates

instantaneous flow and digital display instantaneous and cumulative flow, second-line 4 ~

20mA output, panel with 4 buttons, to view and modify internal parameters.See page 18 for

detailed use.

Type M1 Type M3

6.

The indicator of the metal tube float meter is the display and conversion part of the meter.

Indicator selection

The user can choose the local display type, electric remote transmission type, local

explosion proof type, explosion proof type or accompanying HART protocol type according to the

actual requirements of the site. The detailed functional description of various indicators are

shown in the table below.
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◆ Vertical installation form flow meter (see table below)

DN125

DN150

Note: The data in the flow meter is the standard parameter of the instrument. If the user has

special flow scope requirements, it can negotiate with the supplier.

Water, L/h
Caliber

(0.1013MPa abs,20℃)

Stainless
steel

PTFE, Ti Stainl

ess

steel

Stainless steel PTFE, Ti

F15.0 10 - - 1.5 -

F15.1 16 - 0.5 1.5 -

F15.2 25 - 0.7 1.5 -

F15.3 40 25 1.2 1.5 1.5

DN15 F15.4 60 40 1.8 1.5 1.5

F15.5 100 60 2.8 1.5 1.5

F15.6 160 100 4.5 1.5 1.5

F15.7 250 160 7.5 3.0 1.5

F15.8 400 250 12 3.0 3.0

F15.9 600 400 18 3.5 3.0

F50.0 6000 4000 180 3.0 3.0

F50.1 8000 5000 240 3.0 3.0

DN50
F50.2 10000 6000 300 4.0 3.0

F50.3 12000 8000 360 4.0 3.0

F50.4 16000 10000 480 8.0 4.0

F50.5 20000 12000 600 8.0 4.0

F80.0 25000 16000 750 14.0 8.0

DN80
F80.1 30000 20000 900 14.0 9.0

F80.2 40000 25000 1200 20.0 12.0

F80.3 50000 30000 1500 20.0 15.0

F100.0 60000 40000 1800 28.0 25.0

DN100 F100.1 80000 50000 2400 28.0 27.0

F100.2 100000 60000 3000 40.0 38.0

F125.1 100000 80000 3000 45.0 35.0

F125.2 125000 100000 - 48.0 40.0

7.Flow meter

Float material

Float number
(0.1013MPa abs,20℃)

Air-based m3/h Pressure loss of kPa
(Low pressure damage is 

required to negotiate with the manufacturer)
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Cali
ber

Floati
ng son
number

Water,
L/h

Air-based
m3/h

◆ Horizontal installation form flow meter (see the table below)

DN150

Note: The data in the flow meter is the standard parameter of the instrument. If the user has

special flow scope requirements, it can negotiate with the supplier.

Flotoon

material

(0.1013MPa,20℃)

Stainless steel Ti

(0.1013MPa,20℃)

Stainless steel

Stainless steel Ti

F15.5 160 100 4.5 1.5 1.5

F15.6 200 120 6.0 1.5 1.5

DN15 F15.7 250 160 7.5 2.0 2.0

F15.8 400 250 12 2.0 2.0

F15.9 600 400 18 3.5 3.5

F25.0 1000 600 30 1.5 1.5

F25.1 1600 1000 45 1.5 3.0
F25.2

DN25 2000 1200 60 3.0 3.0

F25.3 2500 1600 75 3.0 3.5

F25.4 3000 2000 90 3.5 3.5

F25.5 4000 2500 120 8.0 8.0

F50.0 6000 4000 180 3.0 3.0

F50.1 8000 5000 240 3.0 3.0

DN50 F50.2 10000 6000 300 4.0 4.0

F50.3 12000 8000 360 4.0 4.0

F50.4 16000 10000 480 8.0 8.0

F80.1 25000 16000 750 14.0 14.0

DN80 F80.2 30000 20000 900 14.0 14.0

F80.3 40000 25000 1200 20.0 22.0

F100.0 60000 40000 1800 30.0 30.0

DN100 F100.1 80000 50000 2400 30.0 30.0

F100.2 100000 60000 3000 45.0 45.0
F125.1

DN125 100000 80000 3000 45.0 45.5

F125.2 125000 100000 - 46.0 48.0

F150.1 125000 100000 - 48.0 46.0

Pressure loss
of kPa

(Low pressure damage i s required to nego
tiate withthe manufacturer)
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Different specifications of flowmeters can be selected according to the layout of site

process pipeline, where vertical installation type is standard, and other forms are extended.

For example, for site permit, vertical type can be selected as far as possible. The installation

methods can refer to the schematic diagram below.

h1: outlet straight pipe, 250mm

h2: inlet straight pipe

section, 5 x nominal pass

diameter h3: magnetic filter,

100mm (150mm)

8. Installation method and precautions of the flow meter
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8.1 Notes for flowmeter installation

8.1.1 Before arriving at the site, installed to the process line, all packages shall be

unpacked and carefully checked for transport damage.

8.1.2 Before installation, the process pipeline shall be purged to prevent ferromagnetic

impurities attached to the float of the instrument, affecting the normal measurement of the

instrument, and will cause serious damage to the instrument. If not avoided, magnetic filters

should be installed at the entrance of the instrument.

8.1.3 Since the measurement mechanism of the instrument adopts magnetic transfer and

magnetoelectric signal processor, in order to ensure the normal use and performance of the

instrument, ferromagnetic material, strong magnetic field and strong electromagnetic field are not

allowed within the normal use and performance of the instrument.

8.1.4 The instrument installed in the pipeline shall not be affected by stress. The entrance

and exit of the instrument shall be provided with reasonable pipe support to expose the instrument

to minimum stress on the process pipeline.

8.1.5 Instrument installation shall be divided into horizontal and vertical installation

which shall ensure the verpendality and tilt deviation of not more than 3 degrees; the horizontal

installed instrument shall ensure the horizontal tness and tilt deviation of not more than 3

degrees.

8.1.6 During the installation of the instrument, the diameter of upstream and downstream

pipes shall be the same as that of the instrument and the connecting flange shall match each other;

To ensure the accuracy and stability of measurement of the instrument, the length of upstream

straight pipe section of the instrument is 5 times the nominal gauge and the minimum length of

downstream straight pipe section is 250mm.

8.1.7 The instrument measuring the gas, if the instrument discharges the gas directly into

the atmosphere, it will cause data distortion or even damage to the instrument. In this condition,

the throttle valve shall be installed at the outlet of the instrument.

8.1.8 Install the PTFE-lined instruments with special care. Under low temperature, PTFE will

also deform under pressure, so do not tighten randomly during installation. See the table below in

the installation torque.

Cali
ber
mm

Maximum
torque of
kgf.m

Double-head bolts

DN15 0.9 ～ 0.95 4×M12

DN25 2.0 ～ 2.2 4×M12

DN50 5.2 ～ 5.6 4×M16

DN80 4.5 ～ 4.8 8×M16

DN100 4.6 ～ 5.0 8×M16
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DN125 5.0 ～ 5.3 8×M18

DN150 6.5 ～ 6.8 8×M20

8.2 Maintenance of the instruments

8.2.1 The instrument belongs to precision equipment, in the process of transportation,

installation, storage and use, must be put lightly, to avoid brutal transportation, overstress

installation and placing everywhere. During all operations, the relative position of the sensor

and indicator must be kept unchanged, and the position change will directly affect the measurement

accuracy of the instrument.

8.2.2 During long-term use, ferromagnetic impurities in the pipe, which will trap the float

or affect the measurement accuracy, and often clean the float in the sensor; if the magnetic

filter is installed, also be cleaned regularly.

8.2.3 The instrument indicator is equipped with electronic components. After the instrument

wiring or removing the housing, tighten the screws to seal the housing, prevent impurities, water

or other substances, and ensure the reliable grounding of the instrument housing.

8.2.4 After the instrument installation, during first use:

When opening the valve, avoid forming a pressure impact and make the float violently hit the

limiting device, causing damage to the instrument. We must open the valve slowly!

The instruments measuring the gas are equipped with air dampers to minimize the shock of the

float; to ensure the stability of the float, a throttle valve can be installed at the outlet of

the instrument.
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8.2.5 For remote transmission instruments, power can be electrified after the instrument is

correctly connected. For dangerous situations, explosion-proof type must be selected and installed

and used according to explosion-proof requirements.

Electrical connection

This chapter mainly introduces the power connection of flowmeter, connection with safety gate

and technical parameters of safety gate.

9.1 Flow meter power supply connection

First unscrew the front table cover, such as the square case, see the terminal on the base,

where the terminal connecting the red lead is connected to the power positive and the black lead

to the power negative. If it is a round case, the terminals can be seen on the circuit board and

connect the power line according to the identification. The explosion-proof type should be

connected inside. This flowmeter is a second-line 4 ~ 20mA output.

9.2 This safety type is associated with the equipment

Use the current safety and explosion-proof type or explosion-proof type when used in dangerous

places. When the safety explosion-proof type is selected, the associated equipment —— safety

gate shall be equipped to form the safety explosion-proof system. The safety gate is divided into

Zener type and isolation type.

9.

9..2.1

Zener  t ype saf et y bar r i er - t echni cal  par amet er s:

Explosion-proof mark:[Exia] Ⅱ C

Maximum allowable voltage: 250VAC/DC

Native safety circuit rating:UO ≤ 28V,IO ≤ 119mA,CO ≤ 0.083μF,LO ≤ 2.5mH

Installation Location: Safe area

Environmental conditions:

Storage temperature:

Continuous use temperature: -10℃ ~ 45℃

-40℃～ 80℃

Relative humidity:5-95%RH

9..2.2

Technical parameters of isolation safety gate:

Basic error: ±0.2%F S
Exploproof signs: [Exia] Ⅱ C

Native safety circuit rating:UO ≤ 30VDC,IO≤ 30mADC

Output load: 0-500Ω

Power supply supply: 24VDC
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Connection of the flowmeter to the safety gate

Square case

9..2.3

This manual describes the connection method of safety gate and flow meter with TS A528H type 

sina grille and SFA-1100/ k type isolation grille, for example. The other models of safety grille 

shall be subject to the operating manual. See the figure below.
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Round case

Flow meter power supply wiring diagram

Wiring diagram of flow meter and Zener-type safety grid

Flow meter and isolated safety gate wiring diagram

Indicator10.

The intelligent indicator directly displays the instantaneous flow and accumulated flow of the

 fluid through the LCD screen. Use the 4 keys on the panel to also view the internal parameters of

the instrument, and reset some parameters to realize the calibration function.

The flowmeter has three meters of instrument parameters open to the user, and you can enter the

 group to view or modify the parameters by setting the corresponding password.

Key function10.1

SET key: function key, parameter confirmation;

AT: left, left cursor;

INC: + 1,back

DEC: -1, forward page key.
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10.2 Method of entering each parameters of instrument parameters

In the measurement interface state, press SET to "LOC" character release, click "AT" to select

the cursor position, then press "INC" or "DEC" to enter the corresponding password value, and then

click "SET" to confirm to enter the group of parameters.

10.3 Method for modifying the instrument parameters

The parameters modified by the user are in the first set of parameters. After entering the

group of parameters according to the above method, check the corresponding parameters with the

page turning key, click the AT key to enter the parameter, modify the parameters with the cursor

left shift key (AT) and plus and minus key (INC, DEC), and then click "SET" key to confirm.

10.4 The parameters of instrument group and the password entering the group

10.4.1 Group 1: Basic parameters, see the table below, Password (LOC): 000001

Parame

ters

Parameter meaning Set up the range Say that Ming

LPD Digital damping, set according to
the field fluid fluctuations

0 ～ 10 Generally set to 2 ~ 4, the
user can modify

IEL Zero return of full accumulated
traffic

Start with 0 and add 1 for
each return

Read-only parameters

DFL 4mA current correction value 0 ～ 255 The user can modify it

DFH 20mA current correction value 0 ～ 255 The user can modify it

SPH Flow meter range value setting, i.

e., 20mA corresponding point

The user can modify it

cod The flowmeter displays the value

correction factor

Default value: 1.0 The user can modify it

dLL Small flow excision value 10% of the full range The user can modify it

dpI decimal decimal position setting 0 ～ 3 The user can modify it

sop Exit this group of parameters

10.4.2 Group 2: cumulative value manual reset,

10.4.3 Group 3: Restore the factory settings,

password (LOC): 000002 into the group parameter is completed cumulative zero,

and then automatically return to the measurement state.

password (LOC): 000009 Enter the group of parameters 

to restore the factory flow meter internal

parameters.

11.After-sales service commitment

The after-sales service commitments of our products are as follows:

1.Our product quality assurance period is: 12 months.
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1. Transportation: Strong vibration and impact shall be avoided during transportation and

handling.

2. Storage: Instruments shall be stored in an immersion place without rain and snow.

3. Random attachment: packing list, certificate of conformity (calibration data sheet) and

instruction manual.

2, During the quality assurance period, the company is responsible for free maintenance service.

3, instrument found manufacturing quality problems within three months from the factory, the

company is responsible for free exchange.

4, The Company receives the disposal information, will contact users within 24 hours, and put

forward processing opinions.

5, will charge the user the technical service fee according to the manufacturing quality,

according to the actual travel expenses.

6, provides paid maintenance services to the instrument damage caused by manufacturing quality

problems or outside the warranty period.

12. Transportation, storage, and random accessories
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Technical data sheet of metal tube float flow meter

Machine No.: F.No

Bitnumber: Tag.No

Model Number:MFG.No

Quantity: Quantiy

Nominal caliber: Naminal

Diameter

DN PN DN PN DN PN

Flange standard: Flange Standard

Main body material: Body Materials

Flotoon material: Float Materials

Lining material: Lining

Materials

Ca
ck
et
da
ta

Connecting standards:

Conn.Standard

DN PN DN PN DN PN

Heating medium:Heating Medium

Temperature / pressure: Temp. ℃

/ Pres.Mpa

℃ MPa ℃ MPa ℃ MPa

Overall height: Overall height

Precision: Accuracy % % %

Fluid Name: Flow Name

Fluid state: Fluid Conditions Liquid □ Gas, □ Liquid □ Gas, □ Liquid □ Gas, □

Operating conditions: Operating

Conditions Minimu

m Min

Normal

Nor

Maximum

Max

Minimu

m Min

Normal

Nor Maximum

Max

Minimu

m Min

Normal

Nor

Maximu

m Max

Flow rate: Flow Rate /h

Temperature: Temperature ℃

Pressure: Presure MPa

Density: Density kg/m
3

Specific gravity: SPGR

kgf/m
3

Viscosity: Viscosity mpa.s(cp)

Gas molecular weight: G.mol.Wt

Design

measuring

range:

Progect

Range

Operation scale:

Operating Dial

% % %

Standard scale: Standard

Dial

% % %

Floating son number:

Float No.

Manufactur

ing

measuring

range: MFG

Range

Operation scale:

Operating Dial

% % %

Standard scale: Standard

Dial

% % %

Floating son number:
Float No.

Telecom signal output: Electrical

Siganl Output

mA mA mA

Power supply: Power Supply VDC V Hz VDC V Hz VDC V Hz

Cable interface: Cable Conn. M × mm M × mm M × mm

13. Dat a sheet
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Metal tube float
flowmeter

Alarm Location: Limit Switch Upper limit of Max

Lower

limit of Min

Upper limit of Max

Lower limit

of Min

Upper limit of Max

Lower

limit of Min

Supporting accessories: Fittings

Name Name Position number: TAG

No.

Specification and model type

Standard/Model

Quantity

Quantity

Pair the flange:

Flanges

Connecting bolts:
Conn.Bolts

Seal gasket: Pressurize Mat 12

Magnetic filter:

Filter

Others: Other

Note: metal pipe float flowmeter technical data sheet, please ask from the company!
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